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Abstract

VQA is an ambitious task aiming to answer any image-related
question. However, in reality, it is hard to build such a system
once for all since the needs of users are continuously updated,
and the system has to implement new functions. Thus, Con-
tinual Learning (CL) ability is a must in developing advanced
VQA systems. Recently, a pioneer work split a VQA dataset
into disjoint answer sets to study this topic. However, CL
on VQA involves not only the expansion of label sets (new
Answer sets). It is crucial to study how to answer questions
when deploying VQA systems to new environments (new
Visual scenes) and how to answer questions requiring new
functions (new Question types). Thus, we propose CLOVE,
a benchmark for Continual Learning On Visual quEstion
answering, which contains scene- and function-incremental
settings for the two aforementioned CL scenarios. In terms
of methodology, the main difference between CL on VQA
and classification is that the former additionally involves ex-
panding and preventing forgetting of reasoning mechanisms,
while the latter focusing on class representation. Thus, we
propose a real-data-free replay-based method tailored for CL
on VQA, named Scene Graph as Prompt for Symbolic Re-
play. Using a piece of scene graph as a prompt, it replays
pseudo scene graphs to represent the past image, along with
correlated QA pair. A unified VQA model is also proposed to
utilize the current and replayed data to enhance its QA ability.
Finally, experimental results reveal the challenges in CLOVE

and demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

Introduction
In recent years, we have witnessed tremendous successes in
achieving state-of-the-art performance on VQA tasks by CV
and NLP communities (Anderson et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2019;
Su et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2020; Gao et al. 2020; Chen et al.
2020). Despite the remarkable success, current VQA sys-
tems are usually trained on specific datasets and then fixed
for use. However, in real applications, user’s demands are
always updated, as is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The VQA system
is expected to continuously learn the knowledge, when it is
deployed to new scenes or is required to add new functions.
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Figure 1: (a) An AI continuously receives new demands
and is updated with collected data. (b) A scene-incremental
learner adapts to new scenes for deployment. (c) A function-
incremental learner acquires new functions over time.

In the CV community, various approaches have been stud-
ied actively to tackle continual learning for image classifica-
tion (Rebuffi et al. 2017), where a model is trained sequen-
tially on a set of images with disjoint labels. In this setting,
a model continually enhances one ability (i.e., recognition)
over one modality (i.e., vision) and mainly learns the rep-
resentation for each class. In VQA, a model is required to
adapt to new environments (e.g., shop, office, etc.) or learn
new abilities (e.g., attribution recognition, knowledge rea-
soning, etc.) according to the changing demands, as shown
in Fig 1 (b) and (c). As such, CL in VQA is different from
the aforementioned image classification that a model contin-
ually learns new ablities over multi-modalities and focuses
more on the reasoning. Thus, it is crucial to study Continual
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Learning for Visual Question Answering (CLVQA).
Only a few pioneer works attempted to explore CLVQA.

Greco et al. studied the continual learning on two sub-
sets, wh- and yes/no questions, of synthesized CLEVR
dataset (Johnson et al. 2017) split by themselves. However,
using the above setting is still hard to evaluate the contin-
ual learning of new scenes or functions we are interested in.
Specifically, for the image domain, images for both wh- and
yes-no questions are about geometric spheres. For functions,
both types of questions are about the object properties and
multi-hop reasoning upon them. The only difference is the
way to ask, e.g., what color is the cube?, is the cube in red?
actually evaluating the same function.

Thus, we reorganize existing VQA datasets (Hudson and
Manning 2019; Gao et al. 2019; Singh et al. 2019) to con-
struct CLOVE, a novel benchmark devised for Continual
Learning On Visual quEstion answering with two con-
tinual learning settings, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c).
(1) Scene-incremental setting mimics the scenario where a
VQA agent is adapted to new scenes for deployment. Our
CLOVE-scene contains 6 scenes: ShopAndDinning, Work-
place, HomeOrHotel, Transportation, SportAndLeisure and
Outdoors. (2) Function-incremental setting tests a model’s
ability in acquiring new functional abilities over time. Our
CLOVE-function contains 6 functions: object recognition,
attribute recognition, relation reasoning, logic reasoning,
knowledge reasoning and scene text understanding.

In terms of methodology, traditional continual learning
methods on image classification (Rebuffi et al. 2017) are
specially designed to prevent forgetting the representation
of vision modality. They could be hard to perform well
on CLVQA, which requires multi-modal reasoning. Specifi-
cally, regularization-based methods (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017;
Aljundi et al. 2018) might fail in estimating the impor-
tance and balancing the learning of past and new tasks due
to the complicated model design in VQA models. Some
other works preserve historical knowledge through the re-
play. And since, in the CL setting, real data usually can-
not be saved due to privacy concerns, many works retain
knowledge by generating pseudo samples (Shin et al. 2017).
However, replaying pseudo samples in CLVQA could be ex-
tremely challenging. The images could come with compli-
cated visual scenes and fine-grained details, which could be
hard to be precisely generated by the state-of-the-art image
GAN model (Sauer, Schwarz, and Geiger 2022). Generated
images in low quality also limits the quality of generated
question-answer pairs. All these issues pose a dilemma for
generating image-question-answer for pseudo-replay.

In this paper, we introduce Scene Graph as Prompt
for symbolic replay (SGP), a real-data-free replay-based
method for CLVQA. SGP overcomes the aforementioned
limitations of replayed methods by leveraging the scene
graph, a concise and structured representation of visual in-
formation, as an alternative to images for replay. Specifi-
cally, SGP consists of a symbolic replay model (SRM) and a
unified VQA model (UniVQA). The SRM, which belongs
to a language model (Radford et al. 2019), continuously
captures the symbolic reasoning mechanism and learns the
task-specific mapping between scene graph and QA pairs.

During inference, SRM replays the scene-graph-question-
answer triplet for knowledge revisiting, prompted by a ran-
domly sampled scene graph relationship. We call this “sym-
bolic replay”. Besides, the UniVQA is designed to adapt
a wide range of input modalities for different VQA tasks.
Trained with the mix of current task samples and symbolic-
replayed samples, UniVQA is capable of learning a new task
while retaining the previously acquired knowledge. More-
over, since the past real data is not saved, our framework
can be employed to various situations involving privacy con-
cerns.

Extensive experiments with various types of existing CL
methods and our model show the difficulties of our bench-
mark and demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

Related Work
Visual Question Answering. VQA is a general task aim-
ing to answer any vision-related question. It requires AI to
achieve a vast set of functions to answer questions, rang-
ing from fine-grained recognition, object detection, activity
recognition to commonsense reasoning, etc. (Antol et al.
2015; Goyal et al. 2017) introduced the VQA benchmarks
for understanding the common visual concepts in real world.
(Johnson et al. 2017) built a synthetic dataset for testing vi-
sual reasoning abilities, e.g., multi-hop and logic reasoning.
(Hudson and Manning 2019) constructed a VQA dataset
sourced from Visual Genome (Krishna et al. 2017) by lever-
aging the annotated scene graph, aiming to test the model’s
compositional reasoning capability in real images. (Gao
et al. 2019; Marino et al. 2019) proposed benchmarks where
a model should resort to external knowledge for reasoning.
(Singh et al. 2019) built a dataset where a model should un-
derstand the text in images to answer questions.

The development of VQA shows that the function set of
VQA always need to be continuously expanded with new de-
mands. However, few benchmarks focus on continual learn-
ing on VQA. Thus, we propose a benchmark to mirror real-
world scenarios where an AI is required to be deployed to
new environments or learn new functions in a CL manner.
Continual Learning Benchmarks. In CV community, most
of works study continual learning under three settings: (1)
Class-incremental learning, where a classification model
learns to classify increasing number of classes over time (Li
and Hoiem 2017; Rebuffi et al. 2017). (2) Task-incremental
learning, where task identity of newly included task (a
set of classes) remains known during inference (Aljundi,
Chakravarty, and Tuytelaars 2017; Serra et al. 2018). (3)
Domain-incremental learning, where a model sequentially
learns to solve tasks with shifts in input distributions (Re-
buffi, Bilen, and Vedaldi 2017). In NLP, CL is conducted on
tasks with different domains (Chen, Ma, and Liu 2015; Lee
2017) or on cross-task benchmarks (Biesialska, Biesialska,
and Costa-jussà 2020; Hu et al. 2020a; Sun, Ho, and Lee
2020). All the aforementioned CL tasks focus on one single
modality. For CV, it focuses only on one single ability, e.g.,
image classification or detection. In contrast, CLVQA con-
siders multiple modalities, vision and language, and involves
mutiple abilities.
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Similar to ours, (Greco et al. 2019) proposed a CL bench-
mark on VQA on the synthesized CLVER dataset. It se-
lected Wh- and Yes/No-type questions and studied CL in
the two yielded task orders. This setting is similar to class-
incremental learning that the increments are on the disjoint
answer set. Unlike CLOVE, neither shift in image domain
nor expansion of acquired functions set is reflected. The
challenges in CLVQA might be underestimated.
Continual Learning Methods. Continual learning studies
the methods that can learn new knowledge without for-
getting the past knowledge. Existing CL methods can be
grouped into the following categories: (1) Replay-based
method, which reminds models of knowledge from previ-
ous tasks through experience replay. iCaRL (Rebuffi et al.
2017) tackles CIL by selecting the nearest-mean-examples
from previous tasks and combining rehearsal and distillation
strategies. GEM (Lopez-Paz and Ranzato 2017) preserves a
subset of real samples from previous tasks. Utilizing these
real samples during optimization helps somewhat constrain
parameter gradients. (Shin et al. 2017; Sun, Ho, and Lee
2020) synthesized pseudo samples with generative models
to mitigate catastrophic forgetting. (2) Regularization-based
method which tries to keep the weights that are important
for the previous tasks. EWC (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017) uses
the Fisher Information Matrix to estimate the importance
while MAS (Aljundi et al. 2018) estimates by measuring
how small changes in the parameters affect the output of the
model. (3) Architecture-based method, where different tasks
are associated with different modules of the whole model,
reduces the interference between tasks (Mallya and Lazeb-
nik 2018; Liu, Schiele, and Sun 2021).

Most of the above methods mitigate catastrophic forget-
ting from the perspective of representation. However, VQA
tasks inherently involve two types of abilities: representation
learning and reasoning. Thus, we propose symbolic replay,
which helps continuously learn the representation and rea-
soning skills over a sequence of multi-modal VQA tasks.

CLOVE Benchmark
Here, we detail how we create CLOVE, a benchmark
for Continual Learning On Visual quEstion answering. It
contains scene-incremental setting and function-incremental
setting, named as CLOVE-scene and CLOVE-function.

Task Formulation
In our VQA continual learning framework, we define
the sequence of N VQA tasks to be solved as T =
(T1, T2, · · · , TN ), where task Ti is to optimize a model
towards an objective on the task-specific dataset Di =
{di

1, · · · ,di
n, · · · ,di

|Di|}. Here, di
n represents an image-

question-answer triplet {vi
n,q

i
n,a

i
n}. The image and ques-

tion are inputs to a VQA model, and the ground-truth answer
is the desired output.

CLOVE-scene Setting
An advanced AI agent is expected to be capable of answer-
ing questions from different scenes. It may need to adapt to

CLOVE-scene
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Figure 2: Sample numbers with one QA example for each
task in CLOVE-scene and CLOVE-function.

Figure 3: Distribution of question length for CLOVE-scene
(up) and CLOVE-function (bottom).

a novel visual environment with new concepts, and mean-
while, remember the past knowledge.
Setting definition. We refer to the taxonomy in the SUN
database (Xiao et al. 2010) and classify the sourced images
in GQA. We obtain six classes from the second level of
scene hierarchy defined in the SUN database: ShopAndDin-
ning, Workplace, HomeOrHotel, Transportation, SportAn-
dLeisure and Outdoors.
Image sourcing. To obtain images for each task, we resort
to a sota scene classification model to obtain an initial par-
tition. Then, we apply two post-processing strategies to im-
prove the qualities of the selected images: (1) filter images
with a low classification confidence score; (2) filter images
with limit frequent objects in that scene, which is given in
the SUN database. Finally, we randomly sample 100 im-
ages from each task and ask 3 human workers to evaluate the
accuracy. Result shows that the yielded splitting achieves a
mean accuracy of 91.0%.
Question-answer pairs sourcing. When deployed to a new
scene, the model may face two type of questions: (1) Ques-
tions related to a unique object in that scene, requiring
the model to predict the object’s name as a scene-specific
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answer. (2) Questions related to general concepts shared
among different scenes, e.g., color and material, requiring
the model to predict common answers. Our scene incremen-
tal setting includes both two types of questions. Concretely,
we maintain a set of common answers for all tasks and sets
of unique answers for each task. Specifically, a common
answer can appear in different tasks (e.g.,“red” can appear
in different tasks) while a unique answer is only allowed
to appear in its corresponding task (e.g., “computer moni-
tor” only appears in Workplace). For each task, we collect
similar number of samples with common answers and with
unique answers. In addition, we balance the number of sam-
ples among different tasks and follow GQA to smooth the
answer distribution within each task to avoid dataset bias.

CLOVE-function Setting
A VQA system requires a vast set of functions to answer a
question – to name a few, object detection (e.g. “How many
birds are there?”); activity recognition (e.g., “Is the man run-
ning?”) , knowledge base reasoning (e.g., “Is this a vegetar-
ian pizza”) and scene text recognition (“What is the name
of this book?”). It is common that an AI agent is required
to develop different functions when encountering different
use cases over time. To mimic such a scenario, we create
CLOVE-function, by sampling and reorganizing data from
GQA (Hudson and Manning 2019), CRIC (Gao et al. 2019)
and TextVQA (Singh et al. 2019).
Setting definition. Based on the functions defined and intro-
duced in GQA, CRIC and TextVQA, we collect six tasks for
function incremental setting: object recognition, attribute
recognition, relation reasoning, logic reasoning, knowledge
reasoning and scene text recognition.
Sample sourcing. We source data from GQA for object
recognition, attribute recognition, relation reasoning and
logic reasoning, while directly sourcing samples for knowl-
edge reasoning and scene text recognition from CRIC and
TextVQA, respectively. Thanks to the rich annotations pro-
vided in GQA and CRIC, for each question we can obtain
a functional program that specifies the reasoning steps hav-
ing to be taken to answer it. We then define a unique set
of function operations for each task. A question with func-
tional program containing a specific operation set is assigned
to the corresponding stage, as is shown in Tab. 1. Note that
the function operations sets of all tasks are not exclusive, as
they may share some basic functions of VQA.
Distribution smoothing. To facilitate the study of CLVQA,
we create comparable number of samples for each task to
avoid the potential issues caused by the imbalanced data.

We showcase the number of samples for each setting in
Fig 2. The distributions of question length in Fig. 3 show
the similarities among the tasks of CLOVE-scene, and the
question variations in CLOVE-function.

Evaluation Metric
For each task in CLVQA, we follow VQA v2 (Goyal et al.
2017) to calculate the accuracy for a question, which is mea-
sured via soft voting of the 10 answers. The accuracy is de-
fined as Acc(ans) = min

{ #ans in annotation
3 , 1

}
. To measure a

Function Operation Argument
Object

Recognition
Select, Query,

Choose
name

Attribute
Recognition

Query, Verify,
Choose, Filter

color,
material,
weather · · ·

Relation
Reasoning

Relate, Verify,
Choose

rel

Logic
Reasoning

Different, Same,
Common, Choose

same color,
healthier,

· · ·
Knowledge
Reasoning

Find with
Knowledge Graph

-

Scene Text
Recognition

scene text
recognition

-

Table 1: Function operations with argument examples. We
assign each question to the corresponding task following
these rules.

model’s performance on CLVQA, we use the following met-
rics (Chaudhry et al. 2018; Lopez-Paz and Ranzato 2017).
Average accuracy. Let ak,j denote the accuracy evaluated
on the held-out testset of Tj(j ≤ k) after training a continual
learner from T1 to Tk. The average accuracy at Tk is defined
as Ak = 1

k

∑k
j=1 ak,j .

Method
Overview of Continual Learning Pipeline

In this section, we introduce our SGP framework for
CLVQA, which contains a Symbolic Replay Model (SRM),
denoted as S, and a unified VQA model (UniVQA), denoted
as U . As is shown in Fig. 4, training the whole continual
learner involves two independent procedures of training S
and U . To train S, S itself firstly replays scene graph (SG)
as the representation of v′ and generates related q′ and a′,
which is prompted by a random-sampled relationship (SG-
prompt). Combining the annotated scene graph (SG-GT) of
v, q and a from the current task, S learns the potential
scene graph representation and QA patterns from the mix of
pseudo-replayed and real samples. To train U , we again use
the mix of the pseudo-replayed and real samples, enabling
U to learn knowledge from both current and previous tasks.
Leveraging scene graph. Given the difficulties in gener-
ating an image with complicated scenes and fine-grained
details, replaying highly correlated image-question-answer
triplets in CLVQA could be intractable. Thus, we resort to
scene graphs and leverage a language model (our SRM),
DistilGPT2 (Radford et al. 2019), for pseudo-replay. Scene
graph is a graphical representation for images and is simi-
lar to the form widely used in knowledge base representa-
tions (Krishna et al. 2017). Therefore, it plays a role as the
bridge connecting vision and language. In addition, scene
graphs can be used to power a question engine to gener-
ate diverse questions over an image (Hudson and Manning
2019), thus enabling a language model to learn the potential
question-answering pattern.
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Figure 4: Left: Sequential training for the continual learner. Before training on Ti, the SRM takes SG-prompt as input and gen-
erates SG-SRM-question-answer triplet for replay. During training, both SRM and UniVQA are trained with the mix of current
and replayed samples. Right: Details of SRM. During training, we apply the next token prediction task on the GT scene graph
sequence(SG-GT) and supervise question-answer generation using the related scene graph relationships. During inference, the
SRM takes an scene graph relationship (SG-prompt) as input, and outputs the completed scene graph and generated question-
answer pair. A detailed example is shown on the left part.

Symbolic replay. Combining scene graphs and the language
model, we propose SRM, a model which uses an SG-prompt
for scene graph replay (v′) and question-answer pair replay
(q′,a′). We name this symbolic replay.
Scene graph completion. With the associated scene graph
annotations from images, we sequentialize the scene graph
for each image and apply next token prediction over the se-
quence, enabling S to learn the structure of the image. Let
G = (g1, g2, · · · , gM ) denote the scene graph from current
or replayed data. During training, we minimize:

LSG(θ) = −
∑
|D|

∑
m

logP (gm|g1, · · · , gm−1;θ),

where P (gm) = softmax(S(Gm)), Gm represents the con-
text tokens of gm, θ is the model parameters of S, and D is
the training data. We organize the input sequence as shown
in Fig. 4: the input is the concatenation of the generation
token [g] and the scene graph as input, and the output is
obtained by shifting a word of the input sequence and ap-
pending an end of text token [e]. Note that within the input
scene graph, a separation token [s] is between two individ-
ual relationships. During inference for scene graph replay,
we construct the input as the concatenation of [g], a ran-
domly sampled SG-prompt and [s], then S completes the
SG, denoted as SG-SRM, in an autoregressive manner.
Question-answer generation. We also adapt S for the
supervised question-answer generation task. Let Gqa de-
note the scene graph relationships used to generate the GT
question-answer pair. During training, we minimize:

LQA(θ) = −
∑
|D|

logP (q, a|Gqa;θ),

where P (q, a) = softmax(S(Gqa)). As is shown in Fig. 4,
we concatenate [g], the question-answer related scene
graph relations, question token [q], the question, answer
token [a], and the answer as the input. S learns to decode

the sequence of question, [a], answer and [e]. During in-
ference for question-answer pair replay, the input to S is the
concatenation of [g], a random-sampled SG-prompt and
[q], and S decodes the question, [a], answer and [e].
Joint-training loss. The loss function for jointly training S
is formulated as LSRM = LQA + λLSG, where λ is the
weight of scene graph completion loss.
Use the pseudo-replayed samples. The current S uses the
SG-SRM as input for the next token prediction task and uses
the randomly-sampled SG-prompt, generated question and
answer to supervise question-answer generation.
Scene-graph prompt for symbolic replay. During train-
ing S, our method does not explicitly save any real scene
graphs as external memory, as it may raise privacy issues in
real-world applications. Instead, we maintain a scene graph
database for each specific task. Concretely, we go through
the training set in task Ti, and calculate the frequencies of
the objects, attributes, relations. Then, we randomly sample
one to three scene graph items for replaying based on the
statistics, and save them as SG-prompt for further replay.

Unified VQA Transformer
In CLVQA, a VQA model should be able to continuously
learn to tackle different types of questions. As a result, it
may encounter inputs of different modalities at different
stages. E.g., a VQA model might need to read the text and
copy the OCR token for answering a question after it is
taught how to verify an object’s attribute. Therefore, we pro-
pose a general VQA model based on Multi-modal Trans-
former (Hu et al. 2020b). Details are shown in Fig. 5.
Feature extraction. We extract features from general fields
(e.g., question word features and object features) and task-
specific fields (e.g., OCR token features from an external
OCR system when tackling VQA needs reading texts in an
image). For language based feature extraction, we use a pre-
trained BERT model (Vaswani et al. 2017) for extraction.
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1. bus can 
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…
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[s] oranges on table [s] … 

Q: What is the color of the 
cup that is on the table?
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(current task)

(replay)

Dynamic Pointer 
Network

…

Figure 5: Architecture of UniVQA. It extracts features of
all inputs and projects them into a common space. Then, it
applies multimodal transformer layers with dynamic pointer
network to auto-regressively predict the answer, where each
word could be an OCR token or a word in the vocabulary.

We apply this extraction to question, scene graph and knowl-
edge. For object feature extraction, we obtain a set of visual
objects through the Faster R-CNN model (Ren et al. 2015)
and combine their appearance feature and location feature.
For OCR tokens, we follow (Hu et al. 2020b) to extract and
utilize their feature representations.
Multi-modal fusion and answer prediction. We apply a
stack layers of transformers over the list of all features. Then
we follow (Hu et al. 2020b) to decode answer words in an
autoregressive manner, where each decoded word could be
either an OCR token copied by the dynamic pointer network,
or a word from the answer vocabulary.
Data input scheme. In CLVQA, for the current task Ti, we
extract object features, question words features, and some
task-specific token features (e.g., OCR token features for
scene text recognition and knowledge feature for knowl-
edge reasoning). However, the replayed samples generated
by Si−1 do not contain images or visual features. To re-
duce the gap of inputs, we extract the scene graph of the
image of the current task via an offline scene graph gener-
ation model (Tang et al. 2020), viewing it as plain text and
extracting its language-based feature using BERT. We feed
this feature of scene graph into the multi-modal transformer
as well. For replayed samples, we extract the language fea-
ture for SG-SRM. Notably, we mask object features from the
current task with a probability of 15% in practice, forcing the
U to perceive visual information from the scene graphs.
Training. In task Ti (i > 1), U is trained on the mix of
current samples and generated samples. In experiments, we
generate γ|Di| samples from Si−1 and all previous tasks
have the same share. That is, when beginning training Ui,
we generate γ

i−1 |Di| samples for each of the previous i− 1
tasks. Formally, the loss function of the i-th VQA model is:

LV QA(ϕ) = E{v,q,a}∼Di
[L (U (v,q;ϕ) ,a)] +

E{v′,q′,a′}∼Si−1
[L (U (v′,q′;ϕ) ,a′)] ,

where ϕ is U ’s parameter and L is answer prediction loss.

Experiments
Baselines
# Finetune: It finetunes the UniVQA model sequentially
without any other specific design.
# EWC (Schwarz et al. 2018): We apply online EWC, a
transformed version of EWC, which accumulates the impor-
tance of the stream of tasks.
# MAS (Aljundi et al. 2018): A regularization based method
estimating importance via the gradients of model outputs.
# LAMOL-m (Sun, Ho, and Lee 2020): LAMOL tackles
CL in NLP by generating pseudo samples for experience re-
play using a language model. Here, we modify its pipeline
to adapt to CLVQA task. Specifically, we apply MSE loss
for object feature regression and use the same QA loss as in
the original LAMOL.
# VQG (Krishna, Bernstein, and Fei-Fei 2019): It saves part
of images and answers from previous tasks and use a vi-
sual question generation model to generate coherent ques-
tions for replay. A pseudo-replayed sample consists of an
image and an answer from a previous task, and the gener-
ated question from VQG.
# Real data replay: It finetunes model augmented with
real samples saved into an episodic memory. We adopt two
strategies to choose the real samples. (1) Real-rnd: ran-
domly choose samples and update the memory with the lat-
est samples; (2) Real-Kmeans: we add a learnable token
for UniVQA and used its output feature from the multi-
modal transformer to represent the input sample of the cur-
rent task. We then use these features to conduct K-means
and select the samples closest to each cluster’s centroid, fol-
lowing (Huang et al. 2021). In the experiments, we set the
memory buffer size to be equal to our SRM’s model size
plus the saved SG-prompts.

Results and Analyses
Experiments on different task orders. For both CLOVE-
scene and CLOVE-function settings, we randomly sample
6 task orders from all possible permutations for evalua-
tion. We use the following abbreviation scheme to sim-
plify the task order notation: oarlks denotes object recogni-
tion → attribute recognition → relation reasoning → logic
reasoning → knowledge reasoning → scene text recog-
nition and abcdef denotes ShopAndDining → Workplace
→ HomeorHotel → Transportation → SportAndLeisure →
Outdoors. Besides, for both settings, we set γ = 1.5 for SGP
and report the average accuracy by default.

From the results in Tab. 2, we can find that our method
outperforms baselines and SOTA methods on other CL tasks
without saving real data by a large margin. Compared to
LAMOL-m, our SRM might replay better visual represen-
tation than that of LAMOL-m, where object feature regres-
sion is applied. Besides, although VQG additionally saves
real images, answers and the corresponding task labels as
input to generate questions, our SGP still obviously outper-
forms the VQG. This is probably because by using the scene
graph, we can better capture the symbolic relations between
visual content and QA pairs. The model can better learn to
ask questions by using scene graphs than images.
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Method CLOVE-scene CLOVE-function
abcdef bdfcae beacfd beadcf bedfca ecdfab oarlks roslak rklsao rsolak lkosra kaorls

Finetune 27.53 27.98 28.39 27.71 24.49 25.42 27.60 29.33 21.12 30.65 25.43 22.82
EWC 27.59 27.64 28.47 29.18 24.03 25.48 29.26 30.87 21.87 28.69 23.58 23.27
MAS 27.41 27.15 28.19 27.34 25.40 26.78 28.73 31.59 28.62 28.57 24.26 26.73
VQG 29.15 29.74 30.02 30.27 27.28 28.66 32.78 33.16 29.55 33.82 30.17 28.67
LAMOL-m 29.40 28.52 29.45 29.86 26.52 27.82 28.42 29.04 24.16 32.17 26.94 26.92
SGP (Ours) 32.21 33.72 34.37 33.18 31.84 32.98 45.97 41.80 39.05 42.95 38.65 43.62
Real-rnd 36.60 37.69 35.50 36.51 35.86 36.84 44.83 42.62 39.28 43.37 40.85 40.08
Real-kmeans 36.91 38.15 37.01 38.30 37.93 34.86 40.28 41.19 38.49 42.21 38.39 36.29

Offline 48.45 57.53

Table 2: Summary of average accuracy(%) for different methods under six task orders in CLOVE-scene and CLOVE-function
respectively. We use models at last iteration of last task for testing. Offline training considered as an upper bound is shown
at the bottom. Our method outperforms all other real-data-free baselines and achieves comparable performance with real data
replay. Rows with italics use the real data while replaying.

Moreover, compared to real data replay methods, al-
though they save the real samples, SGP still achieves com-
parable performance under the functional setting and is
even slightly better on some task orders. Note that on other
CL benchmarks, the pseudo-replay sota methods usually
still has a non-negligible gap with the real-replay meth-
ods (Van de Ven and Tolias 2018; Sun, Ho, and Lee 2020).
Thus, we believe that symbolic replay could be a very
promising direction. Under the CLOVE-scene, our method
underperforms real data replay methods. The reason could
be that the disjoint image splits in CLOVE-scene increase
the difficulty in combating the forgetting in the visual
modality. Thus, the replayed scene graphs generated by
SRM are less informative than images in retaining visual
knowledge.

We also find that the performances of all previous meth-
ods without using real data are not satisfactory. In some task
orders, regularization-based methods (i.e., EWC & MAS)
are even worse than Finetune. It indicates that simply mea-
suring the importance of multi-modal network’s parame-
ters might fail to decouple the forgetting in complex mul-
tiple modalities and lead to a sub-optimal regularization.
LAMOL-m and VQG outperform Finetune in both settings,
indicating that the pseudo-replay based methods work for
CLVQA, while their improvements are relatively limited.

For the real data replay baselines, we can find that Real-
kmeans works better under the CLOVE-scene, while in
CLOVE-function, the naive real-rnd works slightly better.
We conjecture that Kmeans relies on discriminative sample
representations. Image features used in previous works are
usually well discriminative, but it might not be the same
for the complex multi-modal features in VQA, especially
for CLOVE-function, which involves more diverse types of
multi-modal reasoning. This indicates that how to represent
a VQA sample is still an open problem.
Importance of scene graph replay. We remove the next to-
ken prediction task when training SRM, and only generate
QA pairs during replay. Comparing #1 and #2 in Tab. 3, we
notice an obvious drop in final average accuracy when scene
graphs aren’t replayed, showing that our replayed scene

No. Prompt Replay Scene Function

#1 Random Q + A 29.52 40.24
#2 Random SG + Q + A 32.08 44.21
#3 GT SG + Q + A 35.09 47.01

Table 3: Comparison of different types of SG-prompt and
replay elements (reported under γ = 0.9).

graph can effectively retain visual contexts from previous
tasks.
Using GT scene graph for prompting. As mentioned be-
fore, for symbolic replay in SRM, we randomly sample a
few scene graph items as a prompt to complete the scene
graph and generates corresponding QA pairs. Here, we
would like to see the effect of the random prompt sampling
on CLVQA. Thus, we propose a variant of SRM, which
saves GT scene graphs used to generate QA pairs after train-
ing each task and samples the GT scene graph prompts for
symbolic replay. Comparing #2 and #3 in Tab. 3, SGM with
GT prompts can boost the average accuracy by 3.01% and
2.8% in CLOVE-scene and CLOVE-function settings re-
spectively. It indicates that improving the sampling strategy
could be one direction to obtain better CL performance.
Potential of SGP when generating more precise QA
pairs. To explore how well an ideal SGP can combat for-
getting in CLOVE-scene and CLOVE-function, we compare
our SGP with (1) SGP prompt by GT SG-prompt, which
means that we save the ground truth scene graph relation-
ship for question generation from the training set of each
task, and use the saved SG-prompt as prefix for replay. (2)
Replay data with saved predicted scene graph from an of-
fline scene graph predictor, and ground truth QA pair. This
can be viewed as a pseudo upper bound of SGP as it replays
the real QA pair and corresponding scene graph. We should
the results of γ = [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9] under abcdef in
CLOVE-scene and oarlks in CLOVE-function. Results are
shown in 6. We can observe that for both the CLOVE-scene
and CLOVE-function setting, under different numbers of re-
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Figure 6: Comparing different replay schemes of SGP. SGP:
use randomly sampled SG-prompt to generate scene graph,
question and answer. GT-SG-prompt: use ground-truth SG-
prompt to generate scene graph, question and answer. SG-
pred + GT-QA: save the predicted scene graph of an image
by an offline scene graph predictor, ground truth question
and answer.
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Figure 7: Results of using different number of generated
samples in training UniVQA on CLOVE-function.

played samples (γ), (1). Using ground-truth scene graphs
outperforms using randomly sampled SG-prompt, indicating
that sampling or sourcing better SG-prompt could be a po-
tential solution. (2). Saving scene graphs, questions and an-
swers outperforms all others. This finding indicates that re-
playing an oracle scene-graph-quesiton-answer triplet could
further enhance the performance, and this can be a promis-
ing direction for real-data-free replay-based method.
Using different number of generated samples in training
UniVQA. We set different γ in this experiment to inspect the
impact of adopting different amounts of generated samples
in training UniVQA. Fig. 7 illustrates that the performance
is relatively low at small γ, indicating that a small number
of replayed data might not be sufficient against forgetting.
Also, the performance reaches stable when α > 0.7. The
reason could be that when the sample reaches a certain num-
ber, generating more data will not increase the diversity of
the samples, but lead to imbalanced distribution of the replay
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Figure 8: a) Results of using different proportional anno-
tations in training SRM under CLOVE-function-oarlks. b)
Compare SGP with Real-rnd with different memory size.

and current samples and further jeopardize the performance.
Using less scene graph annotations in training SRM.
SRM requires scene graph annotation, which may need extra
annotation costs. However, here, we would like to illustrate
that SRM is not data-hungry. It can achieve good results with
just a small amount of data. Specifically, we reduce the an-
notations used in SRM training by randomly sampling r|Di|
samples for each task. We showcase the result in Fig. 8 (a).
We can see that only using 50% data can lead to an aver-
age accuracy of 43.27%, which is still close to the Real-rnd
method. Also, the SRM with only 1% training data (i.e., only
about 200 VQA samples) still outperforms VQG, the best
model without saving real data, by 4.9%.
Comparing external memory size. We compare our
method with the real data replay method with different mem-
ory sizes for saving data. For our method, SGP only needs to
save the sampled prompts, so we calculate the memory size
of saving the largest number of samples in our experiments
(i.e., γ = 1.5). For real data replay, we adopt memory of
different storage sizes. As is shown in Fig. 8 (b), our method
is memory-efficient in terms of saving external data: by sav-
ing only 612KB SG-prompts, it achieves comparable perfor-
mance with Real-rnd saving 24MB (40.2×) real data under
CLOVE-scene setting, and Real-rnd saving 60MB (100.4×)
real data under CLOVE-function setting.

Conclusion

This paper proposes CLOVE benchmark investigating the
CL of VQA under scene- and function-incremental settings.
We also propose a framework, Scene Graph as Prompt for
symbolic replay, which retains past knowledge by using re-
played scene graphs and correlated QA pairs. Extensive ex-
periments show the superiority of our method over other
real-data-free CL methods. Besides, we find that previous
CL methods face several unique challenges in CLOVE:
1) How regularization methods decouple multi-modal infor-
mation from network’s parameters. 2) How real data replay
methods obtain a discriminative representation of a VQA
sample suitable for sample selection. 3) How pseudo replay
methods generate plausible images or alternatives of images.
Finally, we hope CLOVE can provide an enabling resource
for future VQA systems with powerful CL ability.
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